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Four Key Principles-SAFETY #1 

 



Safety-Roll off Trucks-Trailers 
 
Roll off Trailers & Trucks if operated correctly are SAFE! 
 
Many accidents happen due to people “know better” 
 and get complacent 
 
There have been a number of deaths/accidents 
 -Three deaths in 2013/2014 in the Detroit area 
 -Sadly, all were absolutely operator error! 
 
There are a few major types of accidents 
 -They are clearly preventable 
 
 
 

Training, Policies and Enforcement are Key 



Case Study #1-Multiple deaths and known accidents 
 
Hitting Overhead Power lines-electrocution 

We know of one recent death & multiple close calls 
Cause-Driver did not Look Up! 

 
 

What to do 
 -Look up!  Not that tough to do 
 -Install large sign at controls “LOOK UP” 
 -Do not leave sign in office (sic) 

   -Sign can be purchased at cost 
      Simple to install on older units 
   -Train operators to understand issue 
 

An Absolutely Preventable Accident 
 





Case Study #2 Death and multiple known accidents 
 

Hitting overhead bridges/rail crossings/parking lot trusses 
  Cause-Drivers driving with hoist up 
 

  What to do 
   -Ensure hoist up alarms operating in trucks 
   -Many roll off trucks that come into service: 
     Have hoist up alarms disconnected 
     Drivers short them out or cut wires 
   -Most trailers (until 2015) did not have alarms 
   - Some Trailers now have hoist up flashers 
     Flasher directed at driver’s rear/side mirror 

Can be purchased at cost 
     Simple to install on older units       

     Ensure alarms are engaged 
An Absolutely Preventable Accident 





Case Study #3 Death 
 
Raised hoist and went behind box, which slid down 
  Cause-Box was not attached to cable 
 
 What to do 
  -Hoist never to be raised if box is detached 
  -Never get behind a box, even if cable attached 
   Cable could snap! 
 
 

Never get behind box when hoist is up! 
An Absolutely Preventable Accident 

 
 

 



Others Safety Issues and Solutions! 
 

1) Tires coming off while on highway-loose nuts 
-Solution-Regular torque checks and Wheel Checks 
 Wheel Checks are simple, low cost and effective 
  -Identifies loose lug nut.  Spins out of place 
  -Standard on some units.  Std at WM & Omni 



 



   
2) Flat tires shredding=Fires & accidents as disintegrate 

-Solution-Regular tire check and Auto Inflate system 
 Auto Inflate-Keeps tire inflated & activates warning light 
  -Also longer life tires and better fuel mileage 
 

3) Sheaves freeze up and snap cables-box falls 
-Solution-GREASE, GREASE, GREASE 
 Ensure replacement sheaves have grease grooves 
 

4) Trailer tilt- Operate uneven ground, Jackknifed, Overload 
-Solution-Pretty Simple-Do not do it! 

5) Roll off box door hits driver as opens 
-Solution-Wear hardhat and safety glasses and  
 Stand as clear as possible 
 Consider using door “tool” 
 
 
 



6) Hit person as backing up 
-Solution-Ensure back up alarms working 
 Consider installing mechanical alarm 
 Consider installing back up camera system 
 

7) Cable snaps-dropping box and/or hitting person 
-Solution-Inspect cable daily for wear  
 GREASE sheaves 
 Wear hardhat and safety glasses 
 

8) Material flying out of box while driving 
-Solution-Tarp box when in doubt 
 Do not drive with material sticking out of box 
 

9) Employee falls while climbing to tarp load 
-Solution-Auto or Semi Auto Tarp system 
 Can use on Roll offs, Luggers, Open tops, Dumps 
 

      



10) Hoist falls during maintenance 
-Solution-ensure use of safety stands, body props 
 Consider using “Dump Locks”-stand 
 

11)  Operator hit by high pressure hot fluid-exposed valve 
-Solution-Install shield in front of valve 
 

12)  Leaf Spring failure-U bolts come loose 
-Solution-Inspect once a week 
 

13)  Accidents due to drivers with bad record, on payroll 
-Solution-Personally ensure driving history is checked 
 

14) Major injury if Stinger Tail is out 
-Solution-Ensure drivers understands issue 



 



 



 
 
 
 
 

   Roll off Trailers are SAFE 
        Follow the Rules, Inspect and Maintain! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 



Red-Was 17 years old.  He died May 2005 
 
His name has been on my wall since then 
 
He was smart, he was a good kid, he was trained, he is dead 
 
May god rest his sole 



 



 



Human error, ----SPEND MONEY!!! 
 
BUY RETROFIT IGNITION INTERLOCKING SEAT BELTS 
 -Seat belt must be connected to turn on unit 
 -If driver locks seatbelt and sits on it-Fire him/her 
   Minimum, send home for 1-2 Days 
 
 
                      MANY DEATHS ARE AVOIDABLE 
 
 
 
  
 
 


